discounts all else" (2000, p. 31) . Their gloss casts technology and society as separate from one another and, in doing so, bestows technology and its mobile counterparts with an authority over what constitutes information and its worth. For example, in one of their visions they suggest that by embedding "smart sensors" into automobile components, manufactures would have the information to hand for improving the quality of their products as well as offering them at more competitive prices. These information sensors, combined with wireless networks and data repositories, could also, they argue, allow agencies to ensure safety and security measures are met by assessing the wear and tear placed on particular components, resulting in safer overall driving conditions. Ambitious visions such as this immediately ring alarm bells for many of us because we're familiar with how the 'smart' in these information technologies often turns out not to live up to its promise. The scenario Andersen et al. conjure up, for instance, overlooks our capacity for making the most out of faults or wear and tear and how these qualities can transform the artefacts we own into things that feel unique and personal. Would these smart chips, then, be smart enough to recognise that flames coming from a car's exhaust might be a cause celebre amongst hot rodders or, instead, send the manufacture and, no doubt the owner, continuous reminders to get the 'problem' fixed? Although this is a slightly tongue in-cheek rebuke to the proposed scenario, the point being made here is that it's not technology alone and its capacity for making data mobile that confer value on information or transform it into something that is more or less useful. Nor is it the case that information can be removed from the hands of people and be dealt with more effectively with machines and the networks that interlink them.
In this paper, we aim to contest this business of separation. By building on the argument presented by Brown and Duguid, in which they claim that information can only really be made sense of when placed in the context of everyday life, we will reason that information is something that emerges from the relations between people, communities, artefacts, devices, systems, technologies, etc.-that information is continuously being worked-up, conveyed, relocated, reproduced and, in short, comes into being through the intermingling of people and things. Our position rejects what the studies of science and technology have reminded us of as the modernist settlement's division between subject and object, human and non-human (Latour 1992; 1993) . In contrast, the continuity of human/non-human relations is seen to be secured through the coordinated production of information achieved through the ongoing relationships between people and things. In considering mobility, we aim to resist the temptation to carve out information technology from its place in social life. Instead, we'll make the case that collections of heterogeneous entities and their complex relations are what move in time and space, and that information weaves itself through these inter-relations so that it travels with human/nonhuman collectives en masse. It is this movement of the collective and combined, ever-shifting sense of information that we will conceive to be mobile.
To develop this argument we'll use what has become our stock and trade, namely, empirical field investigations based on the ethnographic tradition. Specifically, we'll examine some materials we collected on a fieldtrip expedition made with two visual/music artists, Phil and Ben, during their recent sortie to capture video footage of wind turbines in the picturesque hills of Wales. Our concerns will be with those matters that shed light on how Ben and Phil order and arrange themselves: how they talk to one another, deal with things, coordinate to get stuff done, and, most broadly, how they place themselves with respect to where the action is.
To begin, let's learn a little of our travel companions and how they know one another. Phil is a video artist and DJ. He uses both digital and analogue video formats to compose visual installations to music. He's been 'VJing' and 'DJing' for the last decade, and frequently performs at music/dance events. Ben, a musician, is 32 and has been making music on and off for 12 years. He doesn't write music but composes it using a collection of dedicated hardware alongside two computers (running music sequencing and production software). Phil and Ben know each other through a community that has emerged from an annual, outdoor "multi-media" festival (that, for the purposes of anonymity, we will refer to as the 'The Festival').
At this stage, we should give some background to The Festival, as it has played a central role for our two companions for several years and has also served to foster a host of friendships and collaborative artistic relationships. Later, we'll also see that it continues to have a considerable influence on how our two companions go about their creative pursuits. Founded in 1994, The Festival organisation has since evolved into a collection of events and activities all contributing to a particular ethos of "intimacy" and "community". The Festival and its related activities have spawned several 'real' and online 'virtual' sub-communities that cultivate ongoing and growing relationships. For example, The Festival organisation now runs a record label and several smaller events (in and outside the UK) throughout the year. Some years ago, a group of artists from the community, along with numerous followers, also setup a regular "audio-visual" event that has attracted a growing number of attendees from the larger festival events.
Central to this festival community as a whole, as well as the smaller sub-communities, is an online forum hosted on The Festival organisation's website. The open forum plays host to many hundreds of submissions daily. As with so many online chat facilities, it has developed a set of norms and practices that regulate its use and establish a sense of order to the interactions. There is also a set of familiar names who regularly contribute to the ongoing threaded discussions. Topics vary greatly, from discussions about music, film and events to general chatter about current issues, people, favourite listings, etc. The contributors also regularly discuss the forum itself, how it is organised, its implicit rules, etc. Many of the discussions encourage participation from all, although some, evident through the thread's title or content, are directed towards specific members. A distinct characteristic of the online forum is that members regularly meet in person, either socially in group outings (across the country) or at gatherings such as the monthly "audio-visual" event described above. Other smaller get-togethers have also developed, from Sunday "bar social" events to private parties lasting an entire weekend.
Stable Relations
Moving on from our introductions, what we want to show is how information emerges through our collective endeavours with nonhuman things-how it is brought into being through the presence and actions of human/nonhuman collectives. To expand on this we're going to turn to some talk between Ben and Phil that took place on our three-hour drive to the Welsh wind farm. As Phil drives a car he's borrowed from his girlfriend, the two speak over some music Ben has composed and recorded onto CD:
Ben: Over the years it's been a huge inspiration to me. I'm one of the core that went there since they started in their first venue … I think it must have been like 94-95 they started doing that… And yeah The Festival was just very creative and still is very creative. You seem to get quite an interesting blend of artists… Just yeah, a good roster of things and just very well done… the visuals as well. I'd never really seen that integration before until I went to The Festival event. So yeah that was a huge inspiration. Phil: Something I've said before and I've said it on the forum and in a number of other places, if I had to describe The Festival in any one word, it would be a catalyst in a number of forms, in that you're not only exposed to a variety of music… because you're exposed to such an eclectic range of music and art. You also end up meeting people who are into a variety of things. Particularity in electronic music and dance music there was this whole idea that a fragmentation took place where originally you would hear a massive heterogeneity of sounds and styles and after a few years a lot of scenes became quite fragmented, quite insular and if anything The Festival, to some extent, has managed to destroy those artificial divides. And not only in terms of what you hear but who you meet at these things…."
What's of particular interest to us in this excerpt is how The Festival is described as a meaningful entity in its own right. Ben and Phil assign particular qualities to The Festival. It's notable that when they refer to The Festival, Ben and Phil are not simply making reference to the annual event itself, but rather to the collection of events, people, performances, etc, that make up the community-The Festival has become synonymous with the community. By invoking this communal collective, the emphasis is placed on integrating an eclectic blend of artists, styles, music, events, etc. and The Festival is described as a 'catalyst' for these disparate elements.
What's key here is that the various instantiations of The Festival serve to collectively play out this image. The regular "audio-visual" event referred to earlier encapsulates this well: the original event only took place because a number of regular festivalgoers were not able to make it to one of the smaller overseas events put on by The Festival organisers. Although retaining an eclectic quality, as it evolved into a regular event in its own right, the "audio-visual" night differs from The Festival in terms of "vibe" and intent. In their own publicity for their events, the "audio-visual" organisers have been at great pains to credit The Festival organisation for being the inspiration for their own efforts, but are always mindful of not wanting to be seen as "cashing in" on the reputation and goodwill that the latter has built up over the years. However, it is interesting to note that both events have booked each others' artists for their respective events.
Phil further demonstrates this blend of elements in discussing the online forum. He explains "it's a big driving force" behind the integration of creative elements; for example, musicians on the forum have exchanged songs they have written for others to remix, in some cases the results have even manifested themselves on small-scale but official releases. The exchanges on The Festival forum are recounted in such a way that they articulate the presence of the heterogeneous collective. The forum is described as a space where members meet; the many styles and tastes blend into one another and catalyse to assemble The Festival collective. As part of the collective, the forum is enrolled to stand as evidence-documentary information-of the collective. It takes its form, is inscribed with certain qualities and acquires attributes through its relations with the collective's other human and nonhuman entities (Law 1999) .
To illustrate this point further, let's turn to Ben and Phil's filming of the wind turbines once we finally reach the wind farm. On our arrival, Phil takes out the digital video camera he's loaned from another friend he knows through The Festival. Ben carries a topographical map he's bought especially for the trip that gives a detailed layout of the surrounding terrain and the locations of the wind turbines. The three of us trek up to the wind farm area (approximately 500m from where we've parked), with Phil and Ben keeping an eye out for interesting visual material, and Ben occasionally checking the map for notable landmarks. Unfortunately, there's no wind and the turbines aren't moving so the two, somewhat disappointed, look for shapes and textures on and around the turbines rather than movement.
Because the camera is new to him, Phil takes a little time to adjust his filming style. He moves between using the camera's viewfinder and the larger LCD screen to frame and film his shots. As Phil captures footage, Ben wanders around looking for possible material. Occasionally, the two come together to talk about a particular shot, its framing, angle, etc. Phil directs the filming but Ben offers suggestions, frequently leaning over Phil to look at the camera's screen. Both, on occasion, also review the material that has been shot, discussing the content and composition, and how it might work with the music. When separated, the two shout to each other to coordinate their movements and the filming.
Both Phil and Ben feel their best work comes from letting the process evolve and like to avoid rigidity in their workflow. Thus, there is little formal structure to what they do. They seem to look for inspiration in what's around them. Phil, for example, comes across a puddle where he finds an interesting reflection of one of the turbines. As he shoots the image, he asks Ben to make ripples in the water. Later, Ben finds that the large columns that support the rotating blades of the turbines make an interesting sound when tapped. He has Phil record the sound using the video camera although is sceptical that the quality will be good enough to use in his music making. The material to be captured is gradually worked up by combining and moving between all the elements that will contribute to the end product. The surrounding scenery, the music, the camera's limitations, their stylistic integrities, etc. are all worked and reworked in the ongoing production.
In the following excerpt taken from my own video footage, we hear Phil and Ben interleaving the various elements:
[Phil looks through the camera's viewfinder framing something in the distance. This account reveals how the various entities-the camera, the LCD screen, the maps, the scenery, Phil and Ben's artistic and stylistic sensibilities, etc.-are all assembled and worked together in deciding what to capture and how: Phil becomes the resident video authority, Ben the overseer of visual imaginations (and map reader), the camera a limit on what's recordable, the LCD screen a means of carving the scenery into rectangular segments that will weave into Ben's electronic sounds, and so on.
If we focus (and no pun intended) on the video camera for a moment, what's evident is that the various bits and pieces that get amassed in the filming continually transform all that is out there on the Welsh hills. The scenery is carefully translated into footage for the audio-visual piece. The camera's LCD panel becomes the focus through which Phil and Ben interleave the visual and auditory elements, talking about the shapes, movement, light, shadow, composition, music, camera's features and constraints, etc. The scenery is only endowed with these qualities through Phil and Ben's presence in the Welsh hills and their coordinated efforts to transform the surrounding landscape into footage to be juxtaposed with Ben's music. What's evident is that the visual and auditory information emerges through the working collective-the intermingling of the camera, the memories of Ben's piece, Phil and Ben, the setting and so on; the information is enacted through the actors and objects and their ongoing interrelations (Cooper and Law 1995) . As we saw with the discussion of The Festival organisation, the various entities are made informationally relevant through the continuing 'performance' so that they remain coherent members of a stable collective, enabling the job at hand.
The Mobile Collective
The picture so far is of networks maintaining an overall continuity, of collectives of humans and nonhumans sustaining their relational integrity by enrolling entities from 'the-world-out-there' into the world of the collective. The elements that make up the collective are routinely occasioned in such a way that entities in the-world-out-there undergo successive translations so that an informational consistency is retained (for more on this use of the term translations, see Callon 1999) .
What we want to show next is that through their travels in time and space, these collectives are able to remain intact and more or less stable. That is, the relational character of the network can be sustained despite its movement in space/time. We'll show, here, that to sustain what Law (2002) refers to as the topology of the network, it is the entire mass of humans and nonhumans that are mobilised. It is through this that we'll see our first glimpse of what we might refer to as mobile. Rather than the sense of a technology moving information through space and time, what's revealed is the mobilisation of entire networks and their interrelations. Thus, instead of separating out the object and privileging it as a means of storing, moving and sharing data, information is shown to be caught up in the movement of the entire network.
This sense of mobility is nicely, although briefly, illustrated after our first day of filming when we sit down to dinner at a restaurant in the small town near to the wind farm. As we eat, we talk about The Festival organisation and the communities that interrelate with one another through the forum. Phil takes the opportunity to tell us how he met his girlfriend, Louise, at a festival-related event and then how he discovered she liked him through a subsequent entry she posted to The Festival's online forum. Phil has saved Louise's posting and the threaded discussion that resulted from it on his Nokia Communicator, or his 'brick' as he likes to call it. He retrieves this on the device and passes it first to me and then to Ben to read. The thread develops with contributions from the community's members egging Louise on to reveal her mystery man, with others who were at the event trying to assist. After some initial confusion between one person who thought they may have been the object of Louise's attention, many of the participants on the thread realise it is Phil and begin to drop hints in the hope that Phil may realise-unaware that he is not online that day! However, one of Phil's flatmates sends a text message to him, knowing he can view the forum on his Communicator.
This talk of The Festival's communities and specifically Phil's relationship with Louise evokes the past and swiftly reasserts the collective. Phil's Nokia Communicator and the saved thread are enlisted to reproduce the past in a recognisable and physical form and in doing so remind us of the multiple and interrelated connections between the collective's members. Although we find ourselves geographically and temporally separated from Louise, we find she emerges as a key actor; she and her relationship with the Phil and Ben take shape through the presence of the 'brick' and the display of the saved thread (not to mention her car parked outside).
The point here is that the relations remain intact despite our distance from Louise and our severed connection to the Internet (due to the poor reception to be had in the Welsh valleys). Phil carries his brick which stores a memorable thread from The Festival's online forum, which refers to some chance encounter, which, in turn, evokes a past event related to The Festival, which mobilises other community members to have their word. Layer upon layer speak of the chain of events, people, places and things that bind the collective-through the careful piecing together of the entities, each becomes a reference that bind heterogeneous phenomena from 'theworld-out-there' (Latour 1999) . Crucially, these links remain intact so long as Phil is in possession of the brick. If Phil had left it in our restaurant that evening what would have been lost is the resource necessary to evoke that past and the collective in the way he did. Place the brick in the hands of someone else-an opportunist finding it in a small-town restaurant-and its character is immediately transformed. No longer does it hold information binding The Festival collective; instead, it becomes a vessel containing unrelated odds and ends that, if Phil is lucky, might provide sufficient information to return it to its rightful owner.
It's through this, then, that we see how, by keeping the relations with things and people intact, information is made mobile when it travels in space and time. When objects are moved alone and forced to lose their relations with the network, the informational character is transformed.
To develop this point from a slightly different perspective, we're going to stand back a little and mull over what might be seen as an overall theme to our trip. Consider this discussion between Ben and Phil on visuals and music and what they refer to as the "generative" process. What's apparent are the artistic and stylistic sensibilities that Ben and Phil have are brought with them on our trip. Indeed, there's some hint that their tastes can be traced back to influences that have emerged from The Festival and the various bodies that make up the community.
Phil: To me it always feels a very nebulous thing. It's this whole idea of generative. So when I'm mixing the first source through a mix I'll be multi tracking and then recording that. I would then use that interim product to… on another pass or another iteration of a mix of maybe some different footage or some of the same stuff processed in a different way and keep layering and layering that whilst listening to the music… So you're adding to the pool of stuff that you've got with that creative process in mind. So I suppose that's where the generative aspect comes from because it's err… During each collaborative effort where the music is being played and the video is being mixed. If you can archive that, that is another… from a visual point of view or an A/V point of view you've got more stuff to play with. But that is part… that if you like becomes the property of that piece music. But it's that is not the be all and end all… Ben: But I'd also say that my way of working does bear quite a lot of parallels to Phil's way with visuals. Like a lot of people that do production it is built up in layers, a lot of the time starting with the beats. There are lots of parallels with using a generative process to improvise until you've found something that really stands out and builds upon that… and layers… effects in the audio in the audio format as well used to highlight things or un-highlight things or even partially hide things cos that's what music is about not necessarily making everything obvious… Phil and Ben describe a position in which the music, raw and interim content, the mixing and recording systems, style, etc. all work to produce something qualitatively more, something that is generated but also continually recombining and transforming the collection of contributing elements. They feel their work emerges in an ongoing way from the interplay of the tools they use, their source materials and their creativity; individual style, contents and technologies work together in the production of an artistic output.
Besides telling us something of their creative processes, in this discussion we begin to catch sight of an emerging pattern to what we've heard and seen so far. The image that Phil and Ben conjure up in their talk bears a striking similarity to their filming on the hills and also to their earlier discussion of The Festival and the forum. In all three examples, a sense of blending disparate elements is evidenced. Phil and Ben continually draw in people, places, events, things, etc. in both their talk and their activities to articulate this openness to mixing distinctive sources. Indeed, the credibility of their styles, tastes, music and video making, and even The Festival organisation appears to hinge on this. This point comes over more forcefully when Ben and Phil discuss how technology plays its role in music making:
Ben: Some of the most affecting parts of Reggie are almost like when you get those echoes in the reverb that have been cut out… they're meant to actually be completely cut out like the vocals and you can just hear the trace of them, and that to me is quite a powerful… whether or not it was deliberate at the time or not, I'm sure yes with some tracks it certainly is deliberate, but at other times it's because of the primitive nature of the equipment they were using. That kind of like tracers of things or not necessarily explicit… means a lot to me. Phil: Yeah, I think… and being able to I think make the most out of equipment that has constraints. Ben: Yes. That can really lend to the creative process. Cos… Phil: And also well with particularly with the whole machine that made acid house revolutionary. That was a classic example of a piece technology being used for a purpose completely [unrelated] to what it was and making the most out of a feature that happened to be… Ben: … a glitch (laughs) Phil: Yeah! Ben: 303 are we talking about? (laughs) What's remarkable about this conversation is that Ben and Phil mobilise and move smoothly through a number of disparate resources to make their points. Besides explaining the finer intricacies of Reggie and acid house, they continue to reveal the value of the blending and generative process. Not only do they do this by referring to the different music styles, they also interleave references to specific technologies that were either unwittingly or deliberately re-appropriated to produce unique musical movements.
Important for us, here, is that Ben and Phil are involved in their own re-appropriation business. Once again, we see how an array of particular resources are brought to bear in sustaining a pattern of interrelations. In this case, music genres and technologies are recast or displaced to demonstrate that the blending and generative processes 'mean a lot' to our travelling companions. In their talk, the two compose a repertoire with which to enlist their chosen resources and inscribe them with the discourse of blending and generative processes.
Taking our step back, it's our contention that the blending and generative processes are the essence of The Festival community-that the repertoire is, in fact, part and parcel of what constitutes The Festival collective. Just to lend some support to this, here's some text taken from a page on The Festival website describing the community's ethos and beliefs:
The Festival is a multimedia festival, club event, record label and lifestyle dedicated to transforming the spirit of our times. Not as hectic as Reading, not as crusty as Glastonbury, and much more intimate. The Festival offers its committed community of followers a highly evolved, all-round experience that is completely unique. Whilst the world gets ever faster and more transfixed with novelty, the festival is committed to the organic, the intimate and, above all, the human. The Festival's ethos is a fusion of vision and tradition, flair and expertise, harmony and vitality. It is about the cutting-edge of music and performance, art, dance and film; about technology and its relationship with nature; about identifying artists and nurturing their creativity; about synergy, energy and community.
From the start, The Festival is described as having transforming character. The so very modern multimedia dance lifestyle and the sense of progressive change are conjoined with the pre-modern, with the allusion to "the spirit of our times". The Festival is contrasted with the more hectic and crusty Reading and Glastonbury but also positioned as inclusive. The tensions continue. The modern world is set against the organic, intimate and human; vision against tradition; harmony fused with vitality; technology related to nature; and so on. The ethos is of fusion. Further, the text builds up a sense of community-of followers-committed to this ethos.
So, what we see in our two companions is that by mobilising particular resources, they are succeeding to make The Festival stable, but mobile, at one and the same time. By enrolling instruments, technologies, music, people, community, etc. in their filming, activities and talk, they are able to pack, stow and carry with them The Festival writ large on our journey to Wales-to carry with them that sense of the generative process and of fusion. What we're shown is that mobility is achieved by imbuing 'the-world-out-there' with the qualities of the collective. The individual properties of those entities that are enlisted are transformed by shifting them into the collective. The collective is kept coherent on Phil and Ben's travels by grafting information onto the-world-out-there and thus sustaining the relational integrity of the network. Again we see that information travels en masse. Isolate the object(s) from the people-the community-and the information dissolves.
Informational Fluidity and Transforming Collectives
In this third and final point we want to discuss how changes in the collective materialise through relational breeches and, important in our context, where the network en masse-for one reason or another-fails to travel. In contrast to the last point we've made, we're interested here in transformations in the relations between entities where the collective loses its continuity.
Returning to our filming, take the topographical map that Ben has brought with him and he and Phil use to locate specific landmarks. The finely detailed geography of the landscape presented on the two-dimensional paper surface serves its purpose when it is oriented horizontally and aligned, as near as the eye can see, with the surroundings. Matching the lay of the land with the slopes and inclines depicted on the map, Ben and Phil are able to identify the neighbouring hills and even the position of the wind turbines. Despite its precise markings, however, the information inscribed onto the map can only serve as a rough guide when our companions start searching for a lake they wish to film reflections from. As the hill we stand on rises and we loose sight of its surface on the horizon, there is no way to make direct comparisons with the landscape and the map. The lake, clearly depicted on the two-dimensional map, is lost amongst the covering of thicket and heather. The map's fine-grained information is rendered impotent and thus it is transformed into a roughly configured compass directing us through the undergrowth.
We see, in this example, how an object can be transformed by its relative movement in space. The search for the reflective surface of a lake in and amongst the hills, rather than the gradient and size of visible landmarks, has transformed the map into a very different object that it is only able to provide coarsely defined coordinates. With the transformation of the map, the network's very own topology has thus changed and with this we have our second meaning of mobility. As opposed to the point we've just made, it is the information presented to us through the object-the detail on the map-that has been transformed and made mobile because of an unsolvable rupture in the relations between the collective's entities. To distinguish this form of mobility we borrow on a word used by de Laet and Mol (2000), fluidity, and revise our claim to suggest that in moving through time and space information has a fluidity that is manifest in the object and its relations with the other entities it has been enrolled with.
Let's return to some talk of The Festival online forum for one final example to demonstrate this point. Although The Festival community still plays an important role for both Ben and Phil, their talk about some of the spin-offs and sub-communities reveal they aren't altogether happy with how it has evolved. This is particularly the case with the forum where they feel an elitism has taken over that has resulted in a sense of exclusion. They feel that particular members of the forum have built up an inner circle with its own practices. Phil and Ben are happy to have sub-groups spawn from The Festival but they feel that some elements, from the forum in particular, have served to be divisive.
Phil: There a perception that the community has a elite of primadonnas that will just talk "Me me me!" and that can be a barrier for new people to enter or for other people who haven't got the same sort of persona in that environment to thrive. Ben: … and then knowledge in the background cos if they're referring to stuff that err is within that clique then you'd have to trace the whole discussion back, probably months if not years… Phil: yeah, although sometimes some people do link to previous threads which is great and it's a good skill. But I really do feel that at the moment there's a lot of people spending all their time on there and I feel that because of the nature of the interface and the interaction it's so easy just to fall off the wagon and not be able to get on correctly or you miss something and then you feel your excluded. Intentionally or not you are excluded from that particular discourse in the group because, err… "oh did you miss that?" It's like "Yeah" and it's very hard to catch up or summarise.
What we see here is Phil's recognition that the technical limitations of the forum (in this case the UI) contribute to the ways in which the community evolves-the social intermingles with the technical and from this emerges yet further interrelationships. Adding to this sense of the social and technical intermingling, Phil recounts a recent event on the forum:
Phil: There was one case… where somebody wanted to have a small party. Because the group is too big within one online community they didn't publicise it on there as they have done for other things before. Instead they selectively emailed a sub-group. After that party took place people then started too, as happens on The Festival forum and other online communities, talk about what a good weekend they had and "Thanks to x, y and z, we love you! you're great!" and trying to maintain the sense of spirit and community. In this instance a number of people didn't realise that event had happened. As such, there was a very interesting little discussion that took place along the lines of "If this was supposed to be a private party whether you've liked it or not you've really rubbed a few people's noses in it."… There was a lot of vehement denial that "Oh God we didn't mean that. We're really sorry, but can't we talk about the good weekend we had?" This all took place in the public space…
What Phil and Ben make clear through their discussions of The Festival and its offshoots is that the collective is not static. There are continuous changes to its character and the entities that constitute it because of new formations and emerging tensions; the network is always in motion, always under negotiation, always fragile. By referring to the forum to illustrate the divisions that run through the collective, Phil and Ben show how the subtleties of shifting social arrangements combined with their material instantiation on the forum render the collective open to modification. We find that "cracks" emerge when groups splinter, transforming the 'landscape' of the collective that is discernible through the forum. As with the topological map, the forum's movement in time and space transform particular features and markers, making them more or less prominent. The collective changes because the features and markers move in relation to one another. What might have once been seen as a disparate entity contributing to The Festival's heterogeneous mix is now painted as an elitist faction because the terrain has been stretched beyond breaking: the stress on the network of relations cannot be resolved. As Callon (1986, p. 25) , rightly puts it (although in a different context), because the entity refuses to be enrolled in the collective's world, the "[t]ranslation becomes treason".
From Phil and Ben's discussion we might surmise that particular entities are granted privileges under certain terms so that they serve to retain the relational integrity of the collective. Because emails-and presumably other communication media such as voice calls, text messages, instant messages, etc.-happen to have qualities that inhibit (although don't exclude) community-wide exchanges, they are presented as objects that cannot immediately threaten the continuity of the collective. In contrast, the forum is purposed as an entity open to the community at large that by its nature renders the collective's integrity as continuously accountable. When traces of the private (sub-group) activities reveal themselves in selective threads on the forum, no matter how hard they attempt to maintain the "spirit and community", they serve to rub the collective's nose in it. The forum's position in the collective is threatened because particular threads (and the members associated with those threads) destabilise the collective's continuity and contest its very identity.
Notice here, how it is the collective and its manifold entities of humans and nonhumans that at one of the same time define the limitations of the entities within the collective and the conditions for rupture (Law, 2002) . The entities are cast, by dint of their own material constraints and those relations with other entities, to be the carriers of particular information and must operate within the specified constraints if the collective's continuity is to be upheld. The breach occurs where the information presented to the community is placed in opposition to these constraints and relations. The information is transformed because, as Brown and Duguid contend, "[i] t travels according to the local topography" (2000, p. 144); the semantic structure that once held the collective in place is undermined because the elements can no longer be seen to relate to one another in a coherent manner. Under these terms, the collective only allows for a limited degree of informational fluidity. As the relations between things and people unravel, if one of its entities falls out of line, so to speak, there lays the ingredients for rupture-the possibility for sub-groups or entirely new networks to form.
Conclusions
This trip with our two road warriors (our modern-day Don Quixotes) reveals how it is a community, with its history, politics, practices, etc., that is mobilised. Through the technologies they bring with them, we find the two artists continually relocate and reproduce their community and their respective identities as community members. Alongside the mobile phones, 'bricks', maps, video cameras, etc., it's their community's bylaws, rules, relationships, feuds and statuses that get stowed, unpacked and handled as and when necessary. The rules and etiquette instilled in the community are reassembled, reworked and cemented by harking back to the virtual discussion forum the community inhabit on the World-Wide Web (brought with us through the handy browser-enabled brick that's been packed). The community's aesthetic is recapitulated through the careful and jointly accomplished carving of the landscape through the video camera's viewfinder and its juxtaposition with the music the artists have composed. And these technological interventions go on… By way of the technology, this information is re-fashioned and re-circulated to keep the community going (see Bauman 2003) ; what could be more mobile?
The twist here then is that it's not technology that we might think of as mobile for our intrepid travellers. Rather, the technologies become-or are transformed into-the intermediaries for mobilising the larger collective of things and people that make up their community. Through their ongoing use, the technologies are progressively imbued with the details of the community; repeatedly, they are transformed into active participants on the trip, albeit inanimate ones. Through the technological interventions and more, the community travels en masse with our two protagonists; for them, it's community-on-the-go and technology is the obliging assistant in their quixotic quest (their dream of swinging windmill blades dies as no wind is to be found in Wales that weekend).
So, through the detour made with our artist friends, we're going to suggest that one way to reconfigure the modern visions of mobility and information is to bring to the fore the embodied movement of community and identity rather than the mere transportation of and communications between new fangled technologies. We're going to contend that mobile technologies are the embodiment of the past, politics, and rights and rituals of a community and that such a perspective casts quite a different light on what it is to 'do' mobility. This is an informational mobility, one in which technology is appropriated not merely as a means to shunt data between remote locations, but to relocate information so that things and people are continually amassed, transformed and reconfigured to produce and re-produce thriving networks.
Collectives, their organisation, communal identities, etc. are thus bound together through the information they continually produce. They are immutable in so far as the people and things and their interrelationships with one another remain relatively stable-the information remains consistent and is continually restored in action. They are mobile on two counts. First, because the stable networks move in time and space: entities and the stable relations between them retain an informational coherence even when subject to movement. Second, because transformations occur that move or shift entities in or out of the network: networks suffer breeches as entities are mobilised and their relations' rupture because the informational integrity is put under stress. This second form of mobility, we've referred to as fluidity as the term captures the sense of network's dynamic alterations as the informational properties of one or more entities threaten the collective's stability-it's immutability (we've been playful here with Latour's term "immutable mobiles". For specifics see Latour 1987, p. 227) .
In sum, although we've aimed to limit our frame of reference (or network) to our friends and their movie making, we mustn't be fooled by the apparent triviality or scale of their ongoing achievements. Even where the work is ostensibly more critical and global, the ways in which information comes into being-how it is assembled and classified-is continually subject to multiple contingencies across time and space. Indeed, Bowker shows that in work as far removed from our own as epidemiology and disease classification, information is "complex, negotiated and historically contingent" (1996, p. 51) . In a similar vein, Mol concurs in her assessment of anaemia (Mol 1999) . Mol works backwards to reveal how the anaemia classification is crafted differently through three methods of diagnosis. In doing so, what she unearths is how mixtures of artefacts, people, places and so forth are enlisted and carefully inscribed with information to suit the job at hand. This is done so with in the context of economics, politics, history, etc.
What we've reasoned here then is how information is kept coherent (and sometimes breached) through and within working collectives. We've foregrounded the multiple, heterogeneous entities that go into doing this and thus ruled out that rendition of information as something-out-there, occurring naturally, and waiting to be discovered, packeted, processed and stored for posterity. The corollary to this is that information-its privacy, security, etc.-is up for grabs so to speak. It's something that's to be worked out on the go-as the third generation mobile slogan goes-anytime, anyplace, anywhere!
